
Make a schedule that includesschoolwork, after-schoolactivities (playing an instrument,music lessons, learning foreignlanguages), housework andleisure time. Don't forget about  your reading skills! Read everyday! Maintain good sleepinghabits.

Work on your
own. Insist and find the solution by

yourself. While studying, mark the tasks

that are incomprehensible to you and try

to solve them again at the end of that

workday. If you can't figure out the right

answer, ask a teacher who is

available via distance learning. Family

members can help you, but they can't
work with you.

Tips for successful
work from home

Turn off or silence your mobile

phone before studying; don't let it

disturb you. Stick to the set plan

every day. Prove that you can do it.

Don't postpone work until

tomorrow unless it's really

necessary. Be focused on work,

this is how your time is valued.

Tell your parents

every day what you did and

what you learned that day.

This will train your

memory.

SUPPORT

T O  K E E P  Y O U  A N D  Y O U R  P A R E N T S  H A P P Y

keep your room and 

work desk tidy

TIDINESS

Accomplishment is the biggest prize; it is called VIRTUE. 

Virtue is the best friend of JOY and HAPPINESS. 

With your help, it will form SUCCESS.

The only way to success is

persistence. Insist. Insist on

learning, on working. Be a motivator

and encourage others.

Clean your room every morning and letfresh air in several times a day. Clean
up the desk after work is complete.
Arrange your notebooks, textbooks
and workbooks by subject. Only use

those that are part of your 
plan each day.

schedule your workday

PLAN

respect your work plan
DISCIPLINE

your parents and siblings can 

help you, but they can't and 

mustn't work with you

tell your parents every 

night what daily tasks you 

have achieved

CONTROL

Accomplishment:

You will m
aster your space by

keeping it tidy.

Accomplishment:

Planning ahead will help you

manage your time of the day

to make the most of it.

Accomplishment:
It will make you happy to be

able to make your study

time worthwhile.

Accomplishment:

You will be proud of yourself, because

you were able to stick to the agreement

you have made with yourself.

Accomplishment:

You will become

independent.
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